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Livingston is an
open book
waiting to

pour out its

knowledge. It

is also the

campus
where parents

are seen as

"cool." It is a
place of

peace and
quiet.



CONNECTION

POINT
Livingston College links

students of all backgrounds and

all experiences.

ivingston has always broken the rules.

It was the first to go coed of all the

Rutgers campuses. Moreover it was

the first to bring programs such as

Computer Science, Puerto-Rican and

Caribbean Studies, African Studies,

Women's Studies and the Physician

Assistant Program. To the universitiy.

It is a place where taking a risk, being

bold and being your own person was

encouraged. Livingston students have

always wanted to make changes, for the

better and to make a difference overall

because this is the progressive college.
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THE BIGGER
PICTURE

The dreams
that is Rutgers

University

R utgers University, our world for four (or

five) years!!! College Ave: where we
would go to eat, party, and once in awhile

drop in for a class or two. Douglass and

Cook College: the place we went to

reconnect with nature and meet great

people. Busch: where we only visited if

our world involved science or math. Or if

we wanted a pretty good dining hall meal.

And finally Livingston College: the place

where everyone knows your face and

name. Where the only number that was

associated with to you was your phone

number. At Livingston, you ate and

laughed with your Dean. It was home
sweet home.
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Rutgers is such

a great univer-

sity, that the

important stuff

happens
outside the

classroom just

as often as in

the classroom.

What pride we
have at

Rutgers.



Livingston

students are

just a cell

phone away,

closeness is

the key to

making con-

nections.



BUILDING

LINKS
The bonds built during

the years will never be

forgotten.

R emember Freshmen year, meeting your

roomate for the first time? There was

either a connection between the both of

you or an agreement to stay out of each

other's way. If there was a connection,

both of you did almost everything

together. People soon started getting your

names confused. Those in your house or

floor became your extended family, they

knew your business and you knew theirs.

Eating was a social event, you ate with

ten other people, never by yourself, unless

you were in a rush. Through these

different events there were deep

connections made. Experiences were

shared along with laughs and even some

tears shed in love.



LOCKING INTO „

SUCCESS
An education

follows with a

lifetime of

rewards

L et's discuss our purpose, let's talk about

academics. What about our 18 credits

per semester? Every professor thought

his class was the only one we were

taking or so it seemed. They gave us a

truck load of work every night and it

felt like we were doing five papers a

week. Every book weighed a ton and

we were expected to know all 1,876

pages by heart. Remember cramming

the night before, hoping class will be

cancelled the day of our exam? What
about those study groups that were

really social hours? All in all we had

dun and it was worth it. We learned to

blend our everyday life with studying

and found time to season it with fun

which time eventually topped with

success. ft
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These students

are taking the

first step to

getting an "A".

Roxanne is

showing off

her beautiful

smile. These

students are

taking the

second step

studying to an
"A".





CREATION OF

BONDS
Building lasting friendships

through our general interests

eing at Rutgers University gave us the chance

not only to get an education but to better form

our identity. We gained this identity by being a

part of clubs, fraternities or sororities. We spent

many hours working on projects, whether it

was practicing for a play, pledging or planning

a concert event. The people in these

organizations became our friends...sometimes

bestfriends. They helped us reevaluate

ourselves, feel proud, and develop courage. Our

personality is a reflection of the different

organizations we have joined and the people we
have met in the process. We all wondered what

would life have been without college bonding.

It was amazing how each one of us became a

building block fitted perfectly together with

diverse personalities for a job well done.
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TOMORROWS,
LEADERS

Livingston
seniors are the

executives ofthe

future

You are finally graduating! As you achieve

this milestone, recognize the significance

of your college experience. From the

morning lecture hall classes, to the late

night fraternity parties, you have matured

alot. As you enter the real world to achieve

your dreams, remember the good times

that you've had. Coming from a wide

array of backgrounds, the people that you

have met over the past few years have

taught you more than you could have ever

imagined. You should look back on

college as a time where you gained

knowledge both inside and outside of the

classroom. What you have learned will

be with you for the rest of your life.
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TIE INTO THE

FUTURE
Yourfuture is bright

so grab it

ow is the opportunity you've spent so

much time preparing for. After years of

education, you are now ready for the real

world! The years ahead will represent new

challenges and new triumphs. As you look

towards this time reflect on the experiences

you've had at Livingston College. Look

at everything from organizational meetings

to arguments with roomates, and

rediscover the lessons learned in the

college atmosphere. Use these lessons as

they apply to your new life. While you may
have to forfeit the late night pizzas and

sleeping until noon, what lies ahead is the

culmination of your college experience.

So take these years and move forth with

confidence to the next level.
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ollege is much more than a

textbook education. It is also a

time for exploring different parts

of yourself. For instance, could

you handle partying the night

before and having a test the next

morning or was cramming the

only way for you to study?

College is a time not only to learn

about yourself, but to gain

knowledge about people who are

not like you (freshman year

roomate!). And it is these things

and a degree that makes you

qualified to handle the world at

the end of your four years.

ife
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mnecting
CityCollege Ave

C ollege avenue is the little city that never

sleeps. The place where it was not unsual to find people roaming the streets at 5am.

College Avenue was the place to go when parting was the only thing on your mind.

There was always some fraternity parties to attend. If it weren't the parties that brought

you to College Ave., then it was the fat cats at the grease trucks that did the trick. Now
if none of these things made you come to the campus, then at least one of your classes

would have. Either way, it was the little New York city in New Brunswick.
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ife under the
microscope Busch

usch is home to the Math, Biology,

Engineering, Pharmacy and Computer Science departments. Most of the Livingston

students who had these majors usually moved to this campus. The campus housed some

of our Livingston students in the Nichols apartments. In these apartments there was the

comfort of one's own bathroom, kitchen and living room. Busch also gave us a place to

go swimming in the beautiful Sonny Werblin Center. And after swimming, it was always

a treat to have a meal at Buschs' dinning hall or student center. Oh, let's not forget our

football stadium where we saw the Knights try their best (hey, at least they tried!).
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Student Life
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rairie land
Douglas and Cook

E ver wanted to see a real live cow? Or

maybe you wanted to experience living on a farm? Well Douglas/Cook is the place for

you! Douglas college is a women's only college, and as such it addresses many progressive

women's issues. Besides Livingston of course, it is also one of the prettiest campuses at

Rutgers. It's nature at its best. Cook is known for its farm life, where being woken up by

a rooster was not uncommon. Cook is also known for Ag Field Day. Where farming is

an all day event. When it comes to rest and relaxation, Douglas/Cook is the place to be!
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Ur home Livingston

L ivingston, home sweet home. Every

campus contributed something special to ourselves, but none of them impacted us like

Livingston. Livingston was our sanctuary. The place we came back to at the end of a

long, stressful day. It was a security blanket, because like Dorothy said, "There is no

place like home".



Ms. Texas stops to take a pose

Now who can

forget our

dinning hall

What a

beautiful

campus

'
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decked
Spring Formal

T vivinagtrm put on their best dresses and

tuxedoes. It was time for Livingston to get all decked out. This grand occasion was the

Spring Formal which was held at the Double Tree Hotel. It was put together by wonderful

students of the Senior Class. It was an amazing night where you saw people who you

never thought would dance, dance! People broke out of the study mode and broke into

the 'getting down' mode. It was definitely a time to remember.
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Spring Formal

r/iw is a happy couple, can you tell ? Look at Alissa go, you go girl !\

Nicole and her table stop to pose for a picture



This picture

explains itself

No dance can

be complete

without the

electric slide

Now who

should be

chaperoned?



Now isn 't that special

Taking a rest

from all that

fun

Here is a man

who takes

pride in what

he does

S t dent Life
30



et the sun
shine spring fest

reasons why one should take a study break. Its fun and adventure for all. This is

the one day in the year when Livingston students stop whatever they are doing to

come and enjoy just being together. The day was a great success, not only could

one get their face painted but also had the chance to dunk a fellow student. And if

you were the kind of person who goes to places to fill your belly, well this would

have been your day. From ice cream to snow cones, fron candy apples to cotton

candy, there was junk food galore. Spring Fest was a definite HIT
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The Student Center was a great place to go

to grab a bite and wake-up after a long night (Dunkin Donunts). If eating wasn't your

thing, Then it was a great place to have some fun, with the gameroom which offered you

pool, pingpong, video games and much, much more. If you'de rather relax at home, then

rent a movie from the Student Center and take it with you. If studying was your thing,

the Student Center offered great places to fouse on your school work. Now if none of

these things appealed to you, there were always the great shows, performances and dances

that take place in College Hall. The Student Center satisfied almost every need of the

Livingston student.
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Student Center
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Student Life
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urning some
fat

Recreation Center

N.ow lets talk about the Recreation Center:

The center that offers numerous amounts of things to make sure you break a sweat.

There are basketball, tennis and volleyball courts, and our world famous weight room,

where you can both work-out and also have a great view (think about it). And lets not

forget our soccer and football field where our Livingston men show their stuff!
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urviving the
meal

Fine Dining

ets admit it, Tillet was not that bad.l

Going to the dinning hall was a time to relax, and unwind from a hard day. Tillet was a

time to meet and speak with friends and lets not forget a time to grab a bite to eat

Everyday the dinning hall presented a variety of choices to choose from and if none of

them were appealing to you, you could never go wrong with cereal! If cereal was not

your style, then there was always the world famous salad bar or stir fied surprise,where

you saw your Chinese food being made right infront your eyes. The times spent at the

dinning hall will always be remembered.
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Getting ready to eat

Student Life





ations

Is >
"

etting involved in extra-circular

activities is one of the many ways

that college students can relax

after their grueling class

schedules. What better way to

meet new people, build your

resume and learn various life

skills, than by joining an

organization. We all realize that

"all work and no play makes for

dull students" and that is the

reason why Livingston offers so

many different types of extra

circular groups to appeal to our

diverse population. Our

organizations build future leaders

and encourage cohesiveness not

only amongst their members but

amongst Livingston College and

Rutgers University as well.
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LOCO
usic finders

\

LJ
km -

MP

«

I^/ivingston's Own Concert

Organization brought top name

local and national acts to perform

on campus. They also hosted

annual events, such as the hip-hop

freestyle competition and the

breakdancing contest. LOCO
also brought 'spoken word' and

other avant-grade acts to Rutgers.

It was a great way to meet people

and learn about all the new bands

out there.

I,



Organizations





LPB
ctivity directors

,1

T,he Livingston Program Board

brought various bands, comedians,

competitions, films, speakers, and more

to the campus. The group consisted of

the following student-led committees:

Comedy/Variety, Educational/Cultural, In

Concert/Coffeehouse, Public Relations,

Recreation/Trips, and Motion Pictures.
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LCGAt

ublic speakers

he Livingston Collegd

Governing association, known aa

the LCGA, was the representing

voice of the student body. Tha

LCGA disbursed student fees tc

the recognized student clubs anc

organizations of the college. Yje)

also ensures that the needs of th<

students were met. For example

lets talk about expansion...
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LUEP
ommunity builders

L atinos Unidos En Ponder was
funded in 1969. LUEP was one of the

)ngest running organizations at Livingston.

UEP was dedicated to improving the

resent educational, economical, social

ultural condition of the Latino community

t Livingston campus, Rutgers Univ., locally

nd nationally. One of the ways LUEP did

lis, was to raise money for AIDS patients

/ith an annual AIDS dance. Latinos Unidos

In Ponder continues to be successful from

le day they started till now.
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RLC
pin doctors

adio Livingston Community (WRLC),

were a group of music fanatics gathered in a little

radio station on Livingston Campus to do what

they do best... try to educate the public about

music not heard on corporate stations. WRLC
was entirely student-run, they write policy,

enfore it, and fundraisers believe in it! Over the

course of this past year, WRLC reached many

milestones in its diverse history. Last spring, with

a partnership between WRLC and the Piscataway

high school station WVPH, WRLC was able to

go high fidelity FM, broadcasting on the dial at

90.3FM. The patnership with WVPH was the

most cherished part of WRLC's curriculum

because now we can reach the students better.

WRLC is on a rise to achieve greatness in the

radio world.
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Organizations





TXhe Student Action Union
(SAU) was a Livingston College

organization dedicated to the fight

against racial, social, economic, and

gender injustice. SAU has worked on

raising the social consciousness at

Rutgers University by educating

students on issues concerning police

brutality, sweatshops, IMF/World
Bank, and the case of Mumia Abu-

Jamal. This past year, SAU hosted a

lecture by Dr. Regina Jennings on the

"Life and Legacy of Malcolm X."



LGC
oul seekers

1»

Thele Rutgers University Liberated

Gospel Choir (LGC) is a performing arts

organization that was founded on the

Livingston Campus of Rutgers University

during the spring semester of 1 969. Since

its inception, the active membership of

LGC has grown to approximately 50

faithful and dedicated members for the

academic year. The purpose of the

organization was to provide students with

the opportunity to express themselves

vocally while raising public interest in

gospel music as an educational medium.
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LTC
tage performers

Thee Livingston Theatre Company was

one of the university's most exhilarating

organizations. The LTC provide culture and

the arts to the college community while

providing students with the opportunity to

be involved with large theatrical productions.

Students got involved in the multifaceted

world of theater as actors, singers, directors,

designers, musicians, stage hands, tech

people and more. The students, under the

mangement of the executive board, truly

entertained audiences. This past season, the

LTc produced "Moon Over Buffalo," "The

Wiz," "Lucky Stiff," and "Fiddler On The

Roof," all of which were artistic and

commercial successes!



ome makers

H4H

H abitat for Humanity was started by

Jimmy Carter to create housing for the

disadvantage. The chapter at livingston was

founded in the year of 2000. It focused on

the education of the general public about the

underprivileged and their need for support.

Every year during spring break, these

students went off to build a house for a

family. This was a group that Livingston

holds in the highest esteem.







Commuters
ounge lizards

.he Livingston Commuter Program

provided a friendly and welcome
environment to the over 400 students who
opt to commute to school. There were three

advisors and a graduate assistant who
facilitated events and trips. The staff also

was able to provide advice to those students

I

who may not have known who to turn to due

to their limited time on campus. The program

had a lounge with a large screen televison

and a kitchen in the Livingston Student

Center, which provided a sense of home and

community. All students were invited to

spend time in the lounge between class breaks

or whenever they may have had free time.
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Commuters

Commuter

Students

drive
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Seniors

lass leaders

T1 he Senior Class Executive Board

was the committee comprised of elected

seniors who worked together to plan events

like the Annual Livingston Spring Formal,

Senior Week, and Commencement. Led by

various senior leaders these students acted

as a liason between administration and the

students. This year's committee undertook

several fundraising activities and social

events as well as successfully obtaining Joe

Clark as commencement speaker. While

many seniors were counting down the hours

towards graduation, the members of this

committee spent those hours trying to make

this last year the most memorable for each

member of their fellow graduating class.
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Senior Class
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A A ome sweet home;

Livingston our home a away from

home. After a long hard day of

listening to professors speak, it's

nice to come home to the quiet

santuary of Livingston.

Sometimes your floor mates got a

little noisey but it wasn't

something that a shut door couldn't

fix. Whether your roomate was

your bestfriend or your worst

enemy you learnt something from

them. Living on Livingston was

great, it's like having an extended

family.
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on't forget
your
toothbrush!

M oving in, moving in...

Remember those hot summers days

when you had to move all yourjunk

back into your room? First you tried

to fit all your things into the car,

pushing and squeezing things into

the tinyest spaces. Then when you

got to school, you had to try to get

things out of your car. And if that

was not hard enough, you then had

to drag all of them into your room.

But all in all, when everything was

moved in and you got a chance to

finally relax, it was great to be back

on campus.

7*

Now that's alot ofstuff!!
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ot a
problem?

^^^esident advisors: the

people who care. They listen to

every problem you have and try

to solve it. They will wake-up at

three in the morning to unlock

your door for you. It's all about

loyality when the resident

advisors come into play.

However when you are doing

things you are not suppose to be

doing, the resident advisors are

also there to straighten you out.

Resident Advisors are the people

who care. And guide you through

your rough college years.

The excitement ofplaying with ti
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Residence Life
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T,

hree's
Company?

he quads were great! ! New

furniture (sometimes!) and

rooms big enough to fit at least

one barn yard animal (barely!).

Also because of the number of

people on your floor. Interacting

with people was inevitable so

new friends were made. The

house lounges were also a great

place to go study when you

couldn't make that three minute

hike to the library. Really, the

quads were a great place to live!

Time to create a terrific board
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oing up!

It's going up!! The towers

were the tallest buildings on

campus. If hanging out and

knowing everyone was what you

wanted, then the towers were

where you needed to be. People

were always up and ready to

party. And a smiling face was

never hard to find. But if that

wasn't exciting enough, then

riding the elevators was another

option (hope it doesn't get stuck).

All in all, it was fun, fun, fun at

the towers.

Hanging in the lounge.
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ugs and
kisses?

W,ho knew that our

roommate would become our

bestfriend? The people we copied

notes from or ate dinner with

would become friends for life. In

fact, many of the friends that we

have made at college are lifetime

friends. The memories we have

shared with our floormates or our

frat. brothers and sorority sisters,

we will never forget. College was

not only about acdemics but also

building lasting friendships.

Bestfriends!!
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un times!
emember when you had

three exams in one week and all you

wanted was for Friday to come so

the drinking can begin... or

remember all the planning that went

into preparing for spring break and

all the expectations that you had,

and how when the week finally

came it went beyond anything you

could've imagined... or the days

when you and roommate are so

bored that moving furniture at 3am

or just playing music and being

stupid is one of the best nights of

your life...

Hanging-out could also mean, going on a bike ride

88
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oving on!

N,ow everyone knows that

the buses are always there when

you need them or should I say

when you don't need them.

Wasn't it fun trying to get to class

and there was no bus to get you

there? And when that bus finally

came there was no seat for you.

Not only wasn't there an empty

seat but no space for you to even

stand, so now you had to wait for

another hour to get one. I think

this is one thing you will not miss

at Rutgers.

Some people just can 't wait for the bus
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^Jndergraduate students may often

wonder about the purpose of

studying at an institution of

higher learning. Besides creating

an atmosphere for growth and

development, a college education

is intended to prepare you for

your goals and aspirations.

Academics at Livingston College

are not only deal with practical

life situations. In a way similar

to Livingston's ethnic diversity,

academia is made up of many

facets of learning.



SNOOZE~~ faze "

I f you're a freshman, you might as

well through a dart at the catalogue of

course offering because that's about how

much control you're going to have over

your classes. Otherwise, if you're an

upper classman, expect a battle. Still, just

think how much more grateful you'll be

for finally getting any class at all. Even

if it is the only course left open, begins

at 9:10pm, is in the nether-regions of

Douglas, and is entitled "The Wonderful

World of Chair Upholstery"!

rememberfirst registeringfor class where you got

help



Academics
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Academics
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MONEY
o,kay, so you didn't want to take

"Intro, to the New Zealand Maori: Two
Thousand Years of Cooking and Mating

Habits". Still, putting up with the course

was nothing in comparison with trying

to find the assigned book. You battle the

hoards of other students in the bookstore

(who strangely seem to have an

unprecedented interest in the Maori as

well) then beat off some lower classman

who has the audacity to try to elope with

the last book, only to turn around to find

that, although you are in the back of the

bookstore, you're already in line. Oh
well, what's $150.00 and three hours of

your life with the prospect of four months

of the mysterious cooking and mating

habits of such an exciting culture ahead

of you!

close your eyes and pick a book
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"7<£e teal

STRESSFUL

S tress! Stress! Stress! Three

words that add up to exams. Just

when you feel safe in the presumed

knowledge that they'll never arrive,

they are here and seeming to never

end. Still there is some comfort in

the knowledge that after there're

over, so is the class that has reduced

you to this myriad of neuroses.

Taking a walk to the exam



Academics



a d e m i c s

Library

<#3
0



STUDYING

L ivingston College provides its students

with an endless number of opportunities to

succeed. The Learning Resource Center (LRC)

and the Academic Information Center (AIC)

are programs intended to assistant, motivate

and encourage all that participate. Tutor

services, writing seminars, test taking and study

skills, and academic advising are just a few of

the strategies used by these facilities to ensure

the optimal productivity of students. Kilmer

Library and The Livingston Student Center

provide areas for studying that accommodate

the needs of any scholar. Finally, the greatest,

most important form of learning takes place

right on campus. Learning life lessons and

experiences amongst a politically, religiously

and racially diverse group is a form of

education that can not be surpassed.

(above) Ms. Library and her boss

(dwn) when your leg would make a better desk
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CONNECTED
uteres

T,he great thing about the

computer lab is that it makes you

aware that there truly are people who

know how to work the things! Also,

they're open late, usually have

undergraduate staff (so they can

translate computer lingo into real

English), and, perhaps most

importantly, they offer you a place
i

of sanctuary from your roommate

!

Working hard



Academics
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ADVICE
T,he Deans at Livingston

College are unsual in that they seem

to appear in the most unlikely of

Dean frequented places...wherever

students are, the Deans can usually

at one point or another be found as

well. The library, the dinning hall,

sporting events, the student center,

you name it, there 're there! That is

what makes them distinct. Summed
up to two words, the Livingston

College Deans might be called "in

touch".

(top) Here is our Dean, Dean Hyndman, sharing

with us some of his wisdom

(dwn) Dean Ashbaugh gives a smile for the

yearbook
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ok its over, no more of those 8: 10 am
classes or dinning hall food. It's time

to move onto the next stage of your

life. That stage is the workforce, but

don't dispair, you're prepared. You

have a terrific education that will

carry you as far as you let it. You

have had the grand opportunity of

spending four of more years with

people of different cultures,

backgrounds and personalities. Now,

because of this experience you can

connect with anyone that comes inro

your world. The college will miss you

because each and every one of you

added something to make this college

great.
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Francisca A Abanyie

Shereen Abou-Gharbia

Cheryll A Abuedo

Kimberly L Acquaire

Ahmad Y Aena

Eileen S Alcalde

Vincenzo A Alfano

Jeffrey C Amendo
Joohee An

Ukachi Anonyuo

Angela M Antenucci

Zohra Aslam

David J Austin

Nicole Bailey

Daniel M Balinski

John P Ballanco

Michael A Barber

Jason D Barlekamp

Robert K Bealer

Emily R Bellovin



-Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
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ft Robert P Bertrand

Wendy Y Biase

Thomas L Blevins

Adam S Bodenstein

Michael D Bonastia

Steven A Bottieri

Dora 1 Boucicaut

Jeffrey D Bracaglra

Stacey Bradbury

Tara M Breheny

Aaron J Brookhart

Michelle D Broughton

Kelia L Brown

Asha S Bryant

Michael E Bynes

Scott M Cacciacarne

Dina M Campanale

Geoffrey Canlas

Paula A Cantarinha

Laura A Cantelmo

1 1
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Melissa M Carpini

Timothy E Caspare

Christophe J Caruso

Joseph R Cavarretta

Deborah A Celmer

George Chang

Rebecca Childs

Evan Chzung

Sarah C Clark

Adriana Ciappetta

Nicole J Cohen

Edward G Conklin

Kisha O Cook

Thomas G Cook

Jennifer L Coolen

Colin C Craig

Nicole A Crane

Mark E Creighton

Michael P Cuffe

Marlon Cummings
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Sattik Deb

Derrick D Decandia

Adam M DeJohn

Tracy L Denkin

Caitlin L Devlin

Mardea P Dhaliwal

Marcella C DiBenedetto

Robert P DiBiase

Melissa A Distefano

Michael L Doherty

Alysha C Dulac

Jared B Eber

Lisa M Ecke

James A Egan

Eric C Eng

Jenna M Donofrio

Jennifer J Escudero

Donald J Everett

Lauren Fajerman

Michael L Fazzari
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Shallon D Fingon

Michael Flores

Neftali Flores Jr

Kevin J Frikker

Jemima A Frimpong

Susana Garcia

Daniel J Gavin

Alex P Geberovich

Paul J Gerber

Nicholas L Giannetto

April M Glogower

Trevpr S Golden

Kirsten B Grace

Roxanne A Grant

Siveen M Greenan

Hugh N Greenberg

Agniszka Grycznska

Michael S Gurovich

Sarah M Habit

Kimberly M Haden
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Joshua Hadley

Jennifer J Hajjar

Gregory W Hansen

Francine G Harari

Mary P Hatfield

Vilma T Hernandez

Anwar R Higgs

Robert J Hollister

Mark Anthony Hunter

Darren P Ifurung

Melinda R Ingram

Cassandra Jeanlor

Loren Johnson

Terry D Johnson

Chavonne M Jones

Anjali J Kamath

Min Jung Kang

Weiru Ke

Frank E Kearney

Craig C Keeys
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Gregory A Kleiman

Theodore D Klein

Node K Kludze

Lori E Koelsch

Jeffrey T Kollock

Ronald J Krauss

Stacey L Kurucz

Jennifer L Kutch

Elaine Lam
Oriana S Leckert

Stacey A Lemiska

Mathieu M Lentine

Audwin F Levasseur

Mark E Lichtenberg

Nicole Lieb

Scott L Lipson

Jolene Lopez

Kristy M Low
Jacqueline Ly

Danielle B Lynch-Blosse
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Edwin M Macuray

Shama N Maisuria

Michael J Maronski

Christian Martinez

Jaime E Martinez

Anne Massey

Stephen T Matusz

Mary F McHale

Shanna R McKinnon

Marlon G Meade

Justin J Meadows

Maribel F Medenilla

Jeff K Mendoza

Joseph P Mersinger

Nicole M Merski

Sook Yon Mhin

Paul C Miller

Justin O Mills

Levar T Minor

Sharon M Mitchell



Gisela C Monteiro

Shahnyn N Moody
Michael J Morgan

William J Morris

Heather E Muhleman

Leighanne Murtaugh

Mitchell Mylowe

Darryl S McClish

Dan M Nale

Michelle L Natali

Lorraine E Nealis

Raymond A Nesci

Nicole M Nicdao

Meghan J O'Donnell

Manavi Oberoi

Diego A Ortiz

Brandice Y Osborne-Gwyn

Elizabeth J Osuch

Jodi A Padovano

Daisy E Pallarca
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Jill G Pappas

Jessica J Parillo

Hiral Patel

Shauna O Patrick

Emily M Pekurney

Sean S Petrie

Shoshana M Pierce

Wilson Pierre

Alexandra Pina

Whitney M Prendergast

Nakia M Pritchett

Jarett Quintana

Nadine Rached

Brenda D Ramirez Mendez

Carlos R Rea

Tito O Shirley

Tova Y Shudofsky

William H Sickles

Jamie L Sigler

Alfredo Simon
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Alissa M Rivera

Taliah S Roach

Joyce K Rojas

Katina A Rompos

Michael J Roselle

Amanda Ruiz de Somocu

Jeffrey S Salle

John V Salov

Badawi Sameh

Richard J Samulka

Xavier N Santiago

Jamie Ange T Santos

Jewel J Santos

Jamie D Schachner

Casey L Schimpe

Christopher Scuorzo

Anibal G Sedano

Shayna E Sellers

Bradley E Shaw

Venetia A Shepherd
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Donald K Sherman

Rachael A Sherman

Robert C Shrader

Thomas Sileo

Robert D Slone

Dennis M Spafford

Randall G Stamm
Briana L Staton

Kelly A Stensland

Joseph F Stoehr

Catherine L Stutzman

Ana F Suagua

Jolanta Szmyd

Marcia J Tapia

Marisa A Termine

Millison J Thenor

Micheal J Torphy

Jason Torres

Nefertitti E Towns

Catherine Chialing Tsai
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Tekonsha S Upshur

Yakir K Vaks

Aleksander Vargas

Dominick V Velardo

Angel A Velez

Rebecca M Vicente

Daniel L Villalobos

Thomas M Wagner

Tracy L Walis

George Walton

Kristi L Wanton

Damian S Ward

Brian F Waters

Gavin L Waters

Randy S Weeden

Ruby V Wesley

David P White

Lauren B Wilder

Jacob R Williams

Jennifer L Willis
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D A N ' S

B N Q U

S
eniors who have excelled academically and those who

have contributed exceptional service to the College are

invited to the annual Dean's Award Banquet. Award

recipients were nominated by the College staff. Selec-

tion for an award in any of the categories yields one

point for the nominee. To be invited to the Banquet, a

student must have earned 90 or more credits and 3 or

more points. This year's Banquet was held at the Holi-

day Inn in Sommerset on May 5, 2001. The Banquet

was the College's formal way of saying "Thank You"

to the students who made a difference at Livingston

College. It was an opportunity for seniors to share a

special moment together with family and friends. Al-

though the afternoon can be a little long, it was filled

with a genuine appreciation and celebration for each

other's achievements and contributions. THANK
YOU!
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PHI BETA
KAPPA

Elliott Bowers, Dina Campanale, Hajnalka Egri-Martin, Joseph Mersinger, Manavi

Oberoi, Fernando Vera

ir
HONORS
PROGRAM

Francisca Abanyie, Cheryll Abuedo, Jeffrey Amendo, Robert Bertrand, Elliot Bow-

ers, Aaaron Bookhart, Sattik Deb, Pavel Gortatyy, Katerine Gribben, Roxanne Grant,

Tommy Kim, Lawerence Lazarus, Oriana Leckert, Mark Litchenberg, Joesph

Mersinger, Briana Staton, David White
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PEER ACADEMIC
ADVISOR

Thomas Blevins, Nicole Crane,

Marlon Cummings, Robert Hollister,

Heather Muhleman, Manavi Oberoi,

Briana Staton

LEAP

Robert Hollister, Alissa Rivera,

Rachael Sherman, Randall Stamm

DEAN S LIST

Adams, Bailey, Bakker, Baptista,

Blevins, Bowers, Campanale,

Chandawalla, Clark, Dalleva,

Denkins, Feldman, Glogower, Goyal,

Grant, Hudak, Johnson, Karaazalis,

Kim, Koelsch, Leckert, Levasseur,

Lichtenberg, Lieb, Lurye, Mersinger,

Nutes, Prendergast, Riedmueller,

Roach, Rojas, Santos, Severino,

Shah, Stamm, Sugandh, Taft, Thomp-

son, Torphy, Velardo, Vera, Walinski,

Watts, Werczberger
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CARR SCHOLARS
ACADEMIC

Francisa Abanyie, Latefia Bailey,

Kafi Baskerville, Sterling Jones,

Audwin Levasser, Shoshanna Pierce,

Briana Staton

MEDIATION
CENTER

Randall Stamm

RECREATION
CENTER EMPLOYEES

Mark Anthony Hunter, Terry

Johnson, Nicholas Zaveri
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MINORITY
MENTOR PGM.

Thomas Cook, Mark Anthony

Hunter, Audwin Levasseur,

Alexandra Pina, Taliah Roach,

Nefertitti Towns

DEAN S OFFICE

EMPLOYMENT

Nicole Crane, Marlon Cummings,

Heather Muhleman, Alexandra Pina,

Nakia Pritchett

JUDICAL REVIEW
BOARD

Francisca Abanyie, Sean Fitzgerald
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TOUR GUIDES

Cheryll Abuedo, Sattik Deb,

Randall Stamm, Nicholas Zaveri

WELCOME WEEK

Francisca Abanyie, Cheryll Abuedo,

Kelly Adams, Sattik Deb, Daniel

Gavin, Pavel Gorbatyy, Robert

Hollister, Mark Anthony Hunter,

Nicole Lieb, Shoshana Pierce, Nakia

Pritchett, Taliah Roach, Ankit Shall,

Randall Stamm, Nefertitti Towns

ORIENTATION

Cheryll Abuedo, Robert Bertrand,

Daniel Gavin, Mark Anthony Hunter,

Marlon Meade, Alissa Rivera,

Randall Stamm
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RESIDENCE HALL
COUNCIL

Thomas Cook, Nicole Crane, Audwin

Levasseur, Heather Muhleman,
Chistopher Trainor

RESIDENT
MENTOR

Francisca Abanyie, Cheryll Abuedo,

John Ballanco

RESIDENT
ADVISORS

Francisca Abanyie, Cheryll Abuedo,

Robert Hollister, Mark Anthony

Hunter, Terry Johnson, Jeffrey

Kollock, Marlon Meade, Alissa

Rivera, Joyce Rojas, Randall Stamm,

Christopher Trainor
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LSC EMPLOYMENT

Elliott Bowers, Roxanne Grant,

Anwar Higgs, Nicole Lieb

LSC GOVERNING
BOARD

Roxanne Grant, Nicole Lieb, Chris-

topher Trainor, Nicholas Zaveri

STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS

Francisca Abanyie, Robert Bertrand,

Daniel Gavin, Pavel Gorbatyy,

Katerine Gribben, Anwar Higgs,

Mark Anthony Hunter, Terry

Johnson, Nicole Lieb, Stephen

Matusz, Neil Parikh, Alexandra Pina,

Briana staton, Gabriel Stein,

Nefertitti Towns, Christopher

Trainor, Nicholas Zaveri
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PLATINUM
KNIGHTS

Francisca Abanyie, Cheryll Abuedo, Robert Bertrand, Nicole Crane, Sattik Deb,

Mark Anthony Hunter, Terry Johnson, Nicole Lieb, Alexandra Pina, Nakia Pritchett,

Randall Stamm, Nefertitti Towns, Christopher Trainor, Nicolas Zaveri

^WHOS Francisca Abanyie, Cheryll Abuedo, John Ballanco, Nicole Crane, Sattik Deb, Claudio Duran,

B Sean Fitzgerald, Roxanne Grant, Robert Hollister, Timothy Jenkins, Terry D. Johnson, NicoleWHO Lieb, Marlon Meade, Neil Parjkh, Taliah S. Roach, Dana Lynn Santero, Randall Stamm, Nefertitti

Towns, Kimberly Watts, Nicolas Zaveri
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PARENTS
ASSOCIATION
OUTSTANDING
SENIOR AWARD

NICOLE LIEB

ACADEMIC
ACHIEVEMENT

AWARD

JOSEPH PAUL MERSINGER
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FRANCISCA ABANYIE



On the pervious pages, the categories pictured listed all students nominated for the respected categories whether or not those

students attended the banquet. Unfortunately, some pictures were lost at the photography studio. Also, some categories did

not have any representation at the banquet. Listed below are the remaining categories and the students who also deserve

recognition.

HONORS PROGRAM
SERVICE

EOF STUDENT
EMPLOYEES

Cheryll Abuedo, Sattik Deb, Joseph

Mersinger, Rachael Sherman

EOF
ACADEMIC

Thomas Cook, Brenda Ramirez

Mendez

EOF
SERVICE

Alexandra Pina, Nakia Pritchett,

Brenda Ramirez Mendez, Taliah

Roach, Joyce Rojas

PAUL ROBESON
SCHOLARS

Brenda Ramirez Mendez

RESIDENCE LIFE

EMPLOYEES

Kelly Adams, Jeffrey Kollock,

Audwin Levasseur, Venetia Shep-

herd, Seth Turner, Taliah Roach

Thomas Cook, April Glogower, Pavel

Gorbatyy, Nakia Pritchett, Taliah

Roach, Joyce Rojas, Nefertitti Towns
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LIVINGSTON'S

COMMENCEMENT
ILa ivingston College celebrated its' Thirty-second

Commencement Convocation on May 17, 2001 at the

Louis Brown Athletic Center. The building was filling

up with excited family members and friends as the

graduates found their way to the back to line up by

their majors. The Senior Class Officers and Commit-

tee Chairs lead the processional of graduates. The Con-

vocation began with welcoming remarks by Arnold

G. Hyndman, Dean of the College. Cheryll (pictured),

Senior Class President, presented the reflections of the

Class of 2001. Special awards were given to gradu-

ates. TerraAnn Madden, Class Speaker, talked about

her experiences and love for the college community,

especially with reguard toall her friends and classmates.

The Keynote Address was delivered by The Honor-

able Joe Clark. Finally, the presentation of the Class

of 2000 began with every graduate's name being an-

nounced to cheers from their fans in attendance. Then,

it was time for one last hug and picture with the people

you spent the last 4, 5, or 6 years of your life with.

CONGRATS!
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(right) Now whose more excited?

(dwn) Need support, call on Danielle

Believe while
others are doubting
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Study while
others are sleeping
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decide while
others are aelaying



Commencement





Listen while
others are taming



( left) Daughter and daddy

(dwn) Our beloved Dean Hyndman says his final

goodbye bye bye Gabe

5ersist while
others

_2»
v
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Took me six years, but I got an award out of it

Remember life has
bigplans for YOU
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I is the end of the road. Our

college years are now over

but the memories will never

end. The days of studying all

through the night are finished

but the knowledge we have

gained will last forever. We
now are off to live in the "real

world," where, instead of

having classes, we will now
have a 9 to 5 job. It is time to

start a new phase in our life

by using what we have

learned in our college years.

Congratulations and Good
Luck!!



Closing

Contributing Students: Ayesha Howard, Marlon Meade
Contributing Staff: Rebecca McCourtney

Yearbook Staff Member: Raphel Bruney

Yearbook Advisor: John Eric Leoniak

Taylor Representative: Sharon Bodnarchuk
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